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Members of the Regis community beaded to Ft. Benning, Georgia to protest the School of the Americas (SOA}, both in remembrance of the murder of the six Jesuits, their
housekeeper and daughter in El Salvador, and in solidarity for the others killed at the hands of soldiers trained at the SOA.

Angela Shugarts
Staff Writer
November 16, 1989 marks anniversary of the murders of six Jesuits, their
housekeeper and her daughter.
On Nov. 16, hundreds gathered in
the Chapel at 7:30 p.m . to honor those
murdered at the hands of the School of
the Americas (SOA), and to bless the
students, staff, faculty, and community
members headed to Ft. Benning,
Georgia to protest the SOA. The group
left last Friday morning, Nov. 21.
"The SOA is a military training
school that trains Latin American soldiers in counterinsurgency techniques
and graduates of the school have been
responsible for numerous violations of
human rights massacres, assassinations and atrocities throughout Central
and South American for decades," said
Katie Maslanka, Romero House
Coordinator.
The Chapel's parameter was lined
with burning candles during the vigil.
Photographs of the six Jesuits, their
housekeeper and her daughter were
displayed around the chapel. Red programs were available showing photographs of the martyrs at the University
of Central America including the
Jesuits Amando Lopez Quintana, S.J.,
Ignacio Ellacuria, S.J., Segundo
Montes, S.J., Joaquin Lopez y Lopez,
S.J., Juan Ramon Moreno Pardo, S.J.,
Ignacio Martin-Baro, S.J., and their

Benson says last year meetings were
and remembrance.
"We tried to spend time understand- only one hour long and nonviolent
ing what our own personal commit- spirituality was incorporated throughment is to the issue of training military out. However, she noticed she wanted
officers. The preparation has focused to do more than just cover the basics.
"Students, I think are even more
more on the intention of why were are
going," said Dr. Plumley, Justice committed and passionate because
they know about the issues and are
Education Coordinator.
Meetings focused on many aspects excited to go," says Benson.
about the SOA and Latin American
policy, but faculty and student leaders Delegates Speak Up
Students, faculty, and members of
wanted to focus on building a Regis
the community are participating in the
Delegate community.
"I was very happy to be informed. Regis SOA Delegation for many rea[The sessions] were community build- sons. Each participant has their own
ing. It was a very good process," said story to share and experience to draw
Jerry Stookey, Dominican priest.
from .
Stookey, a Dominican priest, is
"Meeting others who feel the same
way is reassuring for me and it has going to the SOA with Regis students
been a great experience for me," says and faculty. His previous missionary
Preparing for the Protest
work in Central and South America
Students, faculty, and community Rebecca Corona, junior.
Primary coordinator for the SOA and work with peace and justice issues
members dedicated much of their time
in preparation for this trip. From delegation was Erin Benson. She is around the country has encouraged
mandatory weekly meetings, nonvio- serving her second year as coordinator him to pack his bags and head to
lence-training sessions, to the SOA and sees a difference in preparation Georgia.
"This is something I always wanted
Delegation dinner and silent auction, this year from previous years.
"My role this year was to prepare to do. I knew the Jesuits who were
protestors are ready to embark on the
students who want to go by educating killed in El Salvador," Stookey says.
journey to Ft. Benning.
Stookey feels "its either now or
Weekly meetings, held every them about the the SOA so they're not
Wednesday night from 9-11 p.m. just going down based on ideas or never. I have to do this. I want to do
addressed issues about the SOA and emotion but really have some concrete this." This will be Rebecca Corona's
Latin American policies in general knowledge about the SOA and about first trip to the SOA gates.
through educational videos, personal Latin American policy and economic
testimonies, statistics and games. issues and militarism in general. It was
There was always a spiritual compo- about educating them to have the largnent to the meetings, beginning and er picture as well," says Benson, Faith
See SOA on page 3
e nding with a time for deep reflection and Justice Coordinator.
housekeeper, Elba Julia Ramos and
her daughter Celina Maricet Ramos.
A prayer service before the mass gave
delegates and their supporters a
chance to pray and reflect on their
journey and preparation from the last
eight weeks.
Fr. Dan Daly presided at the mass,
remembering and honoring those who
have died at the hands of the SOA
graduates and inviting Regis students
and the community to pray for these
delegates as they voyage to promote
peace and justice. Daly called the clergy to 'be in the company" with those
who have died and to be their companion because we need them as much as
they need us.
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Some joyful, others concerned after
Obama wins presidency
Jimmy Sengenberger
Staff Writer

The 2008 elections ushered in an
historical outcome: For the first time
in American history, an AfricanAmerican was elected President of the
United States.
In a striking win of 365 electoral
votes to his opponent's 162, Presidentelect Barack Obama swept victory in a
tightly-contested race that had, at
times, most observers unsure who
would pull out the win. The popular
vote was tighter, with Obama gauging
52 percent to Sen. John McCain's 46.
President-elect Obama's remarkable
victory is still a far cry from Ronald
Reagan's 49-state win in 1984, and still
five electoral votes away from
President Clinton's 1992 victory.
Nevertheless, for the first time since
1976, a Democrat won North Carolina.
And for the first time since 1964, a
Democrat won Virginia.
Colorado, Florida and Ohio went for
President Bush in 2000 and 2004; in
2008, they all went to Obama. And
with 20 Democratic House pickups
and at least 6 new seats in the Senate,
Obama has secured a formidable
advantage for the first two years of his
administration.
Yet not everyone is satisfied with the
election results. While most Americans
felt a sense of pride in Obama's crossing of the racial barrier, many
remained concerned about the policies
that will result from an Obama presidency, especially with the heavily
Democratic majorities in Congress.
"When 'hippie politics' run the country, nothing good ever comes out of
that," said Tony, a junior who did not
disclose his last name. "The country is
headed on a dangerous tum to the left
and needs to get back on the 'right'
track."
A month before the campaign
wrapped up, then-candidate Obama
told Samuel "Joe the Plumber"
Wurzelbacher that "when you spread
the wealth around, it's good for everybody." In the last two weeks of the
campaign, a tape released of an interview with a Chicago radio station
revealed then-State Sen. Obama discussing the notion of"redistribution of
wealth" and "redistributive change"
not through the courts, but legislatively and administratively (through the
executive branch).

Such rhetoric amplified the top fear
of conservative Republicans and libertarians that an Obama administration
will shift the nation toward an even
bigger government more involved in
the economy and everyday life, something many have dubbed "socialism."
"The suggested increase in government control by President-elect
Obama makes me nervous that our
country may be heading to a more
socialist style of government," said
freshman Phil Eidsness. "As former
New Hampshire Sen. John Sununu put
it, 'We are a free people who consented
to be governed, not [governed people
who consented to be free].' The proposed government restraints on the
market and people will limit our freedom."
Others did not share the same sentiments as Tony and Eidsness, however.
Senior Kirk McGill is more optimistic
about Obama's prospects. McGill, a
conservative, voted for Obama in the
election and feels the outcome represented "the best possible result for the
country." He questions the notion
espoused by many conservatives that

Kersey. "I know he's going to be able
to inspire the American public to better our situation like no other president has been able to."
Senior Kenny Howard voted for
Obama and was "obviously pleased"
with his election, though he felt that
"both were equipped to take on the
problems of the day." He believes that
aside from the history that is being
made and the fact that his candidate
won the election, there is other cause
for excitement.
"I was also happy with the voter
turnout, especially young people,
because it's a cliche, but it's not only a
privilege for us to vote, but it's a
responsibility, and it's good to see so
many people getting involved," said
Howard.
Regis ran strong voter registration
and get-out-the-vote efforts which
appear to have been enormously successful on campus. Voters under the
age of 30 represented 11 percent of the
vote in 2004. Interestingly to many
observers, however, that percentage
remained the same in the 2008 election, despite massive efforts across the

Senio_r Kenny Howard voted for Obama aild
was "obviously pleased" with his election,
though he felt that "both were equipped to
take on the problems of the day."
Obama will govern from the far left.
"Senator Obama was not elected by
the left-he was elected by the center
and right. His support from the left
was never in question given the unpopularity of the Republican incumbent,"
said McGill. "If Senator Obama alienates the center and right by veering
sharply to the left, he will lose the next
election. Given this fact, it is unlikely
that he will choose to do so and I
expect to see a relatively moderate
administration."
Other supporters expect to see
sweeping changes from an Obama
administration and are extremely
grateful for a change in leadership
from the embittered and highly unpopular Bush administration.
"I'm definitely excited for our country right now. It wasn't surprising, but
I know that [Obama's] gonna do things
that no other president has been able
to accomplish," said freshman Lauren

nation to do otherwise.
According to former Clinton administration advisor Dick Morris, overall
voter turnout increased by 5 million
people (127 million in 2008 compared
to 122 million in 2004), a meaningful
rise but still far from the increase of 20
million voters in the 2004 election
compared with 2000. . Many note,
however, that while the election may
be over, citizens must still remain vigilant and involved in the process.
"Given the overwhelming majority
the Democratic Party now enjoys in
Congress, it is the civic duty of every
citizen to ensure that the electorate
(that is, the people) acts as an additional check on the government," said
McGill. "This means that we have to
constantly and consistently communicate our views to our elected representatives. Otherwise they will govern as
they see fit, rather than how the people
want them to."

Smooth voting at Berkeley Church
Rose Aspholm
Staff Reporter
It was a brisk November day when
Kristy Skrabee, a resident of the
Berkeley neighborhood, left her home
to volunteer as an election at the
Berkley Community Church. Bundled
up in sweatshirts and blankets, she and
three others sat on lawn chairs directing a few voters at a tinie into the side
door. "I'm surprised there are not
more voters. I was expecting long
lines," she said.
In fact, there were no lines at the
Berkley Community Church at
3:30pm. Inside voters stood in booths
filling out ballots as election judges
organized papers. One such judge was

86 year old Constance Rolon, a neighbor and election judge for over 30
years. She sat by a box, taking finished
ballots and handing out 'I voted' stickers. "There has been a steady amount
of people all day," Rolon reflects. "A

Martin Gamer, a librarian at Regis
University, chose to vote on electionday. "The timing just worked out better," he said. For him, this was a very
important election. "Who we elect as
President affects who is nominated to

"There has been a steady amount of people all
day," Rolon reflects.
lot of people have been doing the early
voting and dropping off their ballots
here." Early voting seemed to be a
national trend this fall with over 29
million Americans casting their ballots
before November 4th, according to the
British Broadcasting Corporation
(BBC).

the Supreme Court. How they interpret the laws will have an affect on
everyone for years to come." Yet he is
_
hopeful.
"I am hopeful," reaffirmed Rolon.
"It seems to be a close race, but the
outcome will be for the better."
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~ace dominates post-election diversity dialogue
~immy ~engenberger
taffWrzter
The 2008 elections brought with it
division and heated debate as supporters of Senators Barack Obama and
John McCain battled to elect their candidate to the office of the President. At
times the arguments intensified, with
cries of "socialism" on one side and
"racism" on the other permeating the
conversation.
In an effort to help bridge the gap in
the aftermath of a divisive election, the
Institute for the Common Good,
University
Ministry,
Student
Activities, Peace and Justice and the
Office of the Provost joined together to
sponsor a post-election dialogue giving
students and faculty the opportunity to
engage in civil dialogue with one
another.
The goal of the diversity dialogue,
one of many discussions of the sort put
on by the Institute, was to hone deep
listening skills and to share one's views
while simultaneously suspending judgment and assuming goodwill. Thesession was treated very much in a confidential fashion; everything that was
said would be under the condition that
no one's views would be acknowledged
as having been said by that particular
individual.
The event, which was attended by
students and faculty alike, began with
an opportunity for those attending to
take a stand-literally. The attendees
were divided into three groups: disappointed, excited or curious as to what
will happen.
"There are different ways of looking
at Sen. Obama," one attendee, who was
part of the "excited" group, said. "For
me, it's the future of the world that I'm
worried about.
What's good for
America might not be good for the
world.
Obama would feel more
responsibility for world leadership."

Another was concerned about the
pr?blems Obama is inheriting, while a
third expressed nervousness about
what radical people will do as a result
of the Obama win. This concern was
shared by a number of those who
attended, who were worried about the
issue of race in the campaign, a subject
which became the primary topic of the
discussion.
"When I think about and I see a person who is 83-years-old crying because
she never thought she would ever see a
black person as President of this country, I know how important it is that a
black man became President," said
Sociology professor Doreen Watson.
While it is not clear to what extent
the American voting population took
race into account, as the question cannot be accurately polled, some who
attended the dialogue felt that race
represented a large factor in the
Obama opposition equation.
"The election should've been a landslide," asserted one attendee. "Race
and sex were always taken into consideration. We know race played a factor.
Obama can be undermineded; some
are going to say it was the black man
who screwed it up."
One student expressed extreme sorrow at rhetoric perpetuated by some
opponents of Sen. Obama. People
close to her had said some pretty nasty
things that were very revealing, she
felt. Some called the President-elect
"Barack Hussein." Others made statements related to color. Whether or not
these sentiments are shared by many
across the board, however, is disputable.
"The assertion that race is the main
reason people opposed Sen. Obama

views.
"They looked at the issues and said,
'This guy's views on government and
solutions to the problems we face
would lead us in the wrong direction.'
We can't just ignore that and claim
that race is only reason they voted
against him," he said. "I know I'm
proud that we'll soon have a black man
as President. Race didn't play a role in
my vote at all."
The application of the common good
in the election, the direction of the
· country and the partisan divisions that
often separate one American from the
next, as well as such issues as the election's effect on the political parties,
were each topics of discussion.
However, the issue of race was the
domineering topic of discussion.
"I think this election is a significant
achievement in American history, one
that I did not believe would happen in
my
lifetime,"
said
Diversity
Coordinator Saj Kabadi. "I think its
effects on Americans varies particularly among different generations of
Americans and I truly don't know what
the overall significance of this historic
election will be, which is [in many
ways] exciting."
The forum gave students and faculty an opportunity to open up and speak
their minds with others who were
interested in the election and its outcome. It allowed attendees to express
their thoughts and concerns on such
issues as race, policy, the fear of assassination and other subjects tied to the
election in a calm and respectful fashion. Nevertheless, the event leaned
decidedly to the left, with the number
of Obama supporters far outweighing
those of McCain.

<loes a disservice t o those who voted

"I was disappointed at the political

against him," argued one student, a
McCain supporter. "I think most people who voted against Obama did so
because they disagreed with his policy

diversity in the group," said TJ Bowen,
Project Coordinator at the Institute for
the Common Good and an Obama supporter. "While we talked about race, I

think the discussion tone was rather
one-sided and perhaps made the
assumption that only conservatives
have something to learn about race.
We were talking about race the whole
time, but never saying anything explicitly, which left things open for assumptions.
"We can all recall people saying they
didn't 'trust' Obama and felt like he
was 'different' and maybe a socialist or
a terrorist. These phrases can be a
code for racism. However, such phrases also express very genuine and valid
concerns about any candidate, especially one who's lived abroad in Islamic
countries, has left-leaning political
positions and a short record in federallevel decisions."
The discussion also prompted one
student to share on the sense of selfworth she felt, as a black woman, at the
election of Barack Obama.
"I have a much larger purpose," she
said in an impassioned, highly personal statement. "All colored people have
a role to play."
The function was sparsely attended
by conservatives, and the Institute for
the Common Good hopes to engage
more conservative voices in future dialogues. Each of the sponsoring organizations hopes to bring together as
many groups of people as possible to
advance civil intergroup discourse in
future dialogues.
"I think it is extremely important
that people with different perspectives
[are] able to dialogue, listen and learn
from each other," said Kabadi. "My
hope is that a dialogue like this transcends above political party lines to
themes about unity, [c]an move the
country forward, (p1rovokes thought
and contemplation Jong after the dialogue is over and is community building."

Lowney calls students to "know themselves" for effective leadership
Angela Shugarts
Staff Writer

He spoke about the characteristics
of a leader. Defined in a dictionary as
"the act of pointing out a way, direction, or goal and influencing others
toward it," Lowney says "we are living
these words all the time."
Lowney's book seeks to renew the
sense of leadership that has taken a
turn for the worse in today's economy.
The "four pillars" Lowney identifies as
keys to successful leadership include
self-awareness, ingenuity, heroism,
and love.

Business leaders and students gathered in the Chapel to hear Chris
Lowney speak on November 18 at 7:00
p.m. Lowney, former Jesuit and
investment banker for JP Morgan,
talked about his book Heroic
Leadership: Best Practices from a 450
year-old company that Changed the
World, specifically about leading and
living leadership through a reformed
corporate capitalism lens.
The talk was sponsored by the John Self-Awareness
Lowney identifies self-awareness in
J. Sullivan Endowed Chair for Free
Enterprise and Ashoka: The Largest leaders as those who "understood their
Association of Social Entrepreneurs, strengths, weaknesses, values, and
the Association of Corporate Growth, worldview," he writes in his book.
Lowney spoke to students saying
and Capital Investment Management.
"very
smart people quickly figure out
Lowney became a Jesuit when he
how
to
do good at school. But they
was 18 and left when he was 25 to be
never learn how to do well. They never
an investment banker at JP Morgan.
"I felt like I was going to be unhap- get exposed to experiences until it's too
py in this life. To be a priest is a beau- late in their life," he says.
If students know that their "stumtiful vocation if you have that gift and
bling
blocks" encountered along the
that calling but it can also be a lonely
way,
"are
things that are the sources of
and difficult life for someone who does
strength,"
says Lowney.
not have that calling. I felt it was not
"Crisis
can be a source of growing
the right path for me," Lowney says.
His book offers leadership lessons self-awareness," says Lowney.
In tough economic times, financial
from the Jesuits, a "company" that
losses,
Wall Street rollercoasters, and
"grappled with the same challenges
family
struggles,
Lowney draws from
that test great companies today: forgJesuit
histories,
models,
and universal
ing seamless multinational teams,
the goals
concepts
who
move
beyond
motivating inspired performance,
of
profitability.
In
response
to
the curremaining 'change ready' and strategically adaptable," according to rent "financial crisis," Lowney sees a
lack of self-awareness in corporations.
Lowney's website.

"Anytime we have disasters like this
its interesting to reflect on where there
might or might not be problems with
self-awareness," says Lowney.

to lead successfully," Lowney says.
He calls leaders to invest in a form
of creativity in order to make "free
choices." By eliminating all egotistical
attachment to one set of ideas, and
opening the mind up to new innovations and approaches, leaders are able
to lead effectively.
"You can't just look out the window
and see that the world is changing, you
must look on the inside too," Lowney
says.
Once a leader is able to do so, they
have the ability to make decisions that
are best for the company and not just
for themselves.

Heroism
Lownet defines heroism as an idea
of motivating oneself and inspiring
others "with real ambition and goals
that are bigger than any one persons
ego," he says.
When building their network of
schools, the Jesuits never lost sight of
their mission, to educate for the well
being of humanity.
Our modern idea of a hero may be
someone who rescues the damsel in
distress, saves a man from the burning Love
Though Lowney does not admit to
building, and other extraordinary acts
however the chances that these oppor- lovingly embracing his former JP coltunities will present themselves are leagues when walking down the halls
slim. Lowney says we may never be at JP Morgan, h e did place an emphacalled to save somebody but we can sis on the power of love in the workcontrol how we behave, act, and live in place such that caring and respecting
preparation for whatever opportunity employees is an act of love. By recognizing the human dignity in one anothlies ahead.
er,
leaders gain respect and succeed in
''We must recognize that we are a
their
business.
part of something bigger than ourHe calls on leaders of today to renew
selves. Those who are most successful
are a part of a bigger team," and get the sense of companionship within
companies.
over themselves, say Lowney.
"A company is a group of people
with whom you want to break bread,"
Ingenuity
In light of the changing world, a he says.
leader must maintain their sense of
self-awareness and continue to live
heroically.
"Only the people who are able to
See Lowney on page 7
adapt to the changing world are going
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Obama presidency a call for vigilance, not fear
Jimmy Sengenberger
Staff Writer

On my campus radio show last week,
a caller presented me with a striking
question: He asked me to address the
"fear" that some Regis students have
expressed in the aftermath of the election.
Fear of an Obama presidency.
This was not the first time I had
heard of Regis students expressing
abject fear about President-elect
Obama taking office. Others have
informed me of similar sentiments
being expressed on campus.
As a supporter of Sen. John McCain's
and, even more so, an opponent of
Obama's candidacy, I sympathize
greatly with those who are worried
about the direction of this country. I,
too, am naturally disappointed in the
Nov. 4 outcome, as well as concerned
for the direction of this country. The
United States has elected the most liberal member of the U.S. Senate to lead
the nation with a left-wing Congress
eager to do his bidding.
I worry about what the Democrats
intend to do with the economy, healthcare, taxes, spending, Iraq, climate
change-the list goes on. There is
much for a free market-minded conservative to be concerned about.
Obama's recent comments that

"when you spread the wealth around,
it's good for everybody," gives great
pause, especially in light of the way his
tax plan is structured (taking from
what he arbitrarily considers "rich"
and redistributing it to 44% of
American income tax filers who don't
pay income taxes).
Herbert Hoover's tax increases in
1932 helped jumpstart the Great
Depression, but when Reagan cut the
70% rate down to 28%, it led to a significant turnaround in a recessionary
economy.
Obama's proposals to
increase taxes on capital gains (investments), corporations, Social Security
and income would discourage the type
of economic involvement required in a
recessionary economy.
Obama's intentions to negotiate with
enemy nations "without preconditions" is certainly disconcerting, as is
his support for FOCA, the "Freedom of
Choice Act," which would represent
the most radical expansion of abortion
rights in American history, and "Card
Check," an act intended to strip away
from union members the right to a
secret ballot so radical that even Fmr.
Democratic presidential nominee
George McGovern opposes it.
There is certainly justification for
concern. Abject fear, however, is
unwarranted, for politics and vigilance
will provide the stopgap we need

successful in doing so by using the
against extremely radical cha~ges.
Internet
like FDR did radio
President-elect Obama 1s a very
in
order to prevent some of
Therefore,
ambitious man. That much is clear
from his rise to the U.S. Senate and the radical changes that would otherthen to the presidency after just two wise develop, conservatives need to
full years as a Senator (and not as a remain active and vigilant in the fight
campaigner). As senior Kirk McGill for their principles. If we stand strong
put it, "If Senator Obama alienates the and ensure that our voices are heard
center and right by veering sharply to we will be a force to be reckoned with.'
Those who did not vote for Sen.
the left, he will lose the next election.

They must acknowledge when Obama does right,
stand by him when it is required and criticize him
respectfully when he does wrong.
Given this fact, it is unlikely that he Obama must ensure that their voices
are heard, providing the "loyal diswill choose to do so."
McGill is generally right. Obama's sent," as former Bush advisor Karl
desire for reelection will help prevent Rove put it.
They must acknowledge when
against a sharp veer towards socialism
Obama does right, stand by him when
due to his need to appeal to all sides.
That does not mean, however, that it is required and criticize him respectconservatives and Republicans can sit fully when he does wrong. As Andrew
' idly by as the Democrats use technolo- Jackson said in his farewell address,
gy and Obama's unrivaled communi- "[Y]ou must remember, my fellow-citication skills to their advantage in zens, that eternal vigilance by the peointroducing this country to institutions ple is 'the price of liberty, and that you
of yet bigger government, such as the must pay the price if you wish to secure
President-elect's healthcare plan. To the blessing. It behooves you, theredo so would only embolden the liberal fore, to be watchful in your States as
efforts.
well as in the Federal Government."
As with FDR, who was elected to four
President-elect Obama has said he
terms, anything Obama does can be will listen to those who disagree.
tied to the economy-and he can be
Let's hold him to that pledge.

Vote with your dollar
Erin Benson
Coordinator of Faith and Justice
Programming

Have you ever thought about the
people who have grown, transported,
or made what you buy? This is an
important question to consider, particularly as a person of faith. We just finished the election season where, hopefully, people took great time and care
in deciding how to vote. Ideally, we
spend money with the understanding
that it is another type of vote in what
and who we support.
It probably wasn't until a boycott
during my college experience, that I
began to look at my own purchasing
practices. There were flyers on tables
about boycotting companies like The

I still wonder why those who purchase
coffee won't also insist on spending the
extra money to insist that the growers
are treated fairly.
This is where faith comes into the
picture. My faith, and I would argue
most world religions, places the
utmost importance on human dignity.
Without humane working conditions
and a fair wage, there cannot be dignity. A person simply becomes a means
to an end, another part of the machine
that creates my t-shirt, my coffee, my
shoes. However, if I honor the relationship that I have with those who
produce the items I wear, eat, and use
on a daily basis, then the good I receive
becomes the means to enhancing the
relationship with the person who created it. I thus put the relationship

There's a danger in thinking that if I drink
fair trade coffee, I am thus saving the world
and my responsibility ends there.
Gap and Nike due to sweatshop labor.
I then looked into the issues and decided not to support those companies due
to the economic exploitation of their
workers. The classic example of conscious consumption is fair trade coffee.
There's a danger in thinking that if I
drink fair trade coffee, I am thus saving the world and my responsibility
ends there. So I talk about fair trade
coffee simply as an example, not as the
end all, be all of social justice.
On an immersion trip to Mexico two
years ago, I learned that coffee was the
number one luxury food item imported
into the United States. In other words,
it was not a necessity, but rather something that was simply nice to enjoy.
Earlier that year, I'd spent time in El
Salvador learning about coffee plantations and the importance of fair trade
in the difference that it makes for the
grower to sustain a livelihood.
Knowing that coffee is not a necessity,

before the item. In this sense, how we
spend our money is always a vote.
The goal of the Peace Market is to
break the trend of unconscious consumption and honor human dignity.
The Peace Market provides an alternative to typical holiday shopping. While
shopping at the Peace Market, you can
learn about the lives of the women in
Uganda who make necklaces out of old
magazines. You can learn about what
the Tinansa Program does in Ghana
every other year. You can buy holiday
cards that support UNICEF and thus
benefit children throughout the world.
If you cannot make it to the Peace
Market, at least take some time to
reflect on your purchases this holiday
season. In this economic time, every
dollar really does count. What are you
voting for with your dollar?
The Peace Market is December 2
and 3 in the Dining Hall and Faculty
Lounge of the Student Center.

Regis University
Student Center Dining Room
December 2-3, 2008 I 11 a.m.-6 p.m.
Tinansa Program I RHC-IP Ethiopia Program I Read More Books I Carson
Spencer Foundation I New Zealand Group I Hmong Catholic Community I
UNA-.USA/Colorado
for
UNICEF
I
Siks
of
Laos
I
Pro~v,-den~ I .People of Hope Crafts I Brazzi I Arts I Women's Bean
P.roiect I Bnd~mg Hope I Earthlinks I Outreach I Friends of Sabeel I
Little ~omethmg I The Denver Refugee Women's Craft Initiative I
Fundac1on Yo Te Amo
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Retreat Recap
A look at what happened at the first-ever Peace & Justice retreat,
and what to expect at the next one, maybe next semester?
Nathaniel Lange

Contributing Writer
Take a trip to the beautiful Trinity
Mountain Ranch Retreat House in
Golden Gate State Park, about 30
miles northwest of Denver. Once you
are there, imagine a mansion in the
heart of the mountains where iconic
religious statues juxtaposed by eerie
clowns, Porsche advertisements from
the eighties that hang next to landscapes of colossal mountains, and a
ridiculous amount of enormous mirrors hanging in close proximity to an
equally ridiculous amount of off-colored grandfather clocks. Now fill the
mansion with a dozen college students
who each share two inherently related
interests: peace and justice. Throw in
some delicious food, a bunch of activities, and some profound philosophical
discussions; what you have is the setting for the first annual Peace and
Justice Retreat on Oct. 24 and 25!
The first annual Peace and Justice
retreat was planned by the Peace and
Justice department team, including
Dr. Byron Plumley, justice education
coordinator; Fr. Jerry Stookey; TJ
Bowen, administrative assistant for
the Institute of the Common Good;
and students Colleen McGoff, Amanda
Moritz, and Kasey Miller.
So what was the point? The Peace
and Justice Retreat expanded on the
ideas of, well, Peace and Justice in not
just its modern contexts, but in its
purest conceptual and ideological contexts. I have to admit, it seemed as
though each of the seventeen students
came to the retreat not knowing what
to expect in the next few days, and I
believe most of us certainly left with
even more abstract feelings of what to
expect for the future in general - which
is definitely more exciting than it
sounds. The retreat offered its participants precious time to reflect on the

virtues of patience, to accept the desire
to recognize the world for what it is,
and more importantly, what the world
really can be.
So, you may ask what exactly did we
do on the Peace and Justice Retreat?
We discussed the funda!}'lental principles of peace and justice, how we can
live our lives using these principles,
and how abiding by these principles
will shape the future. If those concepts
look exhausting on the page, I have
devised an easier way to explain what
we did on the Peace and Justice
Retreat - we watched movies, played
games, painted pictures, and enjoyed
one another's company.
However, while these movies,
games, and pictures focused primarily
on peace and justice, it goes without
saying that peace and justice are not
really bizarre or strange perceptions to
any of us. We, as humans, already
know how to allow peace to manifest·
itself in our lives. Really, it's more the
question of whether or not we allow
the elements of peace and justice to do
so. The Peace and Justice Retreat
focused not on problems in the world
and how to solve these problems, but
rather how you as an individual can
live your life in a peaceful manner.
In the end, the retreat accomplished
its goals of providing a dialogue for
peace and justice by the nature of the
retreat itself. The simple existence of
the Peace and Justice retreat proved
itself by the number of participants
whom each not only poured themselves into the ideologies of peace, but
poured their souls into the ideology of
peace as well. If there is enough student interest in another Peace and
Justice retreat sometime next semester, the Peace and Justice Department
team will consider doing so. However,
until then, you can expect another
retreat in October 2009! See you all
there!
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Highlander S

November, the month
of rememberance
Emma Dufficy '09

Contributing Writer
Every time Catholics recite the
Apostles' Creed, following a confession
of "I believe in the holy Catholic
Church," they declare "the communion
of saints." The phrase must be relatively important if it surfaces in the
Church's statement of belief, right? As
a matter of fact, the term "communion
of saints" is a major constituent in the
Christian faith, so much so that it is
worth mentioning, as a continuing
reminder, not only for the month of
November, but as a stepping stone as
the Church transitions into the next
liturgical year beginning next Sunday.
Based on St. Paul's statement in 1
Corinthians 12, "The body is a unit,
though it is made up of many parts;
and though all its parts are many, they
form one body," both the Christian living and the dead form a mystical body
under Christ. In Corinthians, St. Paul
wanted us to recognize that we are intimately connected to one another. He
explains that the Church functions as a
human body does; we all depend on
one another like parts of the body do.
The communion of all the faithful,
those who are pilgrims on earth, the
purified dead, and the blessed in heaven, all form one Church.
Saint Joseph, one of my personal
favorite saints, helps me understand
the idea and goal of the communion of
saints within the Catholic Church. As
the husband of Mary and father of
Jesus, Joseph carried out the divine
plan even when it eluded his human
understanding. He is a model of life in
faith and gives total openness to the
heavenly Father's will, entrusting the
safekeeping of his son in a mere
Nazarene carpenter. In difficult
moments, the humble man never disputed God's plan. Although seemingly

outlandish, he respected the mystery,
letting himself be guided by God's
plan. Frankly, he's quite an upstanding
man; he listens attentively to the angel
and takes Mary as his wife. And as an
attentive and faithful husband, Joseph
exercises authority in a constant attitude of service. St. Joseph's steadfast
faith provides me with motivation and
direction in my personal faith journey.
What's the value of spiritual solidarity, also known as the communion of
saints? The communion of saints is
vital to our spiritual prosperity for the
same reason Bob Siger augments student involvement here at Regis.
Recently introduced to the Regis community several weeks ago, Siger actively endeavors to establish camaraderie
among Regis students. Not only does
he let us know about university
events, Siger bolsters student involvement. Analogous to Regis' manikin,
the communion of saints gives our
lives meaning, a fuller experience of
life that brings us into even closer relationship with others. Here to protect
us, to sustain us and to carry us, we do
not have to carry along what in truth
we could never bear solitarily due to
the communion of saints.
Three weeks ago, we celebrated the
Feast of All Saints' Day. As a Church,
we prayed for the intercession of the
saints, that is, we asked the saints
(those whom the church says are most
likely in Heaven) to pray for us in our
every day lives.
I encourage you to learn more about
our incredible communion of saints
and their role in our lives. But most of
all, I encourage you to remain in solidarity with our religious community
here at Regis as we enter a new liturgical year, welcoming the Christmas season with the onset of Advent, and the
birth of Jesus.

We the People: Government, the general welfare, and health
Mary Beth Callie, Ph.D.

Assistant Professor ofCommunication
We hold these truths to be self-evident,
that all men are created equal, that they
are endowed by their Creator with certain
unalienable Rights, that among these are
Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.
- That to secure these rights, Governments
are instituted among Men, deriving their
just powers from the consent of the governed, - That whenever any Form of
Government becomes destructive of these
ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or
to abolish it...
We the People of the United States, in
Order to form a more perfect Union,
establish Justice, insure domestic
Tranquility, provide for the common
defence, promote the general Welfare,
and secure the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity, do ordain and
establish this Constitution for the United
States ofAmerica.

A few weeks ago, when preparing to
speak at the Conscience at the Ballot
Box forum, I emailed my mom about
her health insurance plan. She's 64
and the mother of nine children (I'm
the oldest). My mom responded that
she was on a Blue Cross Blue Shield
individual health insurance plan that
my dad's small business (pediatric private practice) covers. Her plan cost
$1,250 a month, with a $5000
deductible. On election day, Nov. 4,
my mom turned 65 and joined my dad

on Medicare. Her monthly charge is
now $250. As she wrote in the email,
"a big Difference; I can't wait!"
My mom lives in Tucson, A2, but
imagine that she lives in Berkeley or
West Highlands
neighborhoods
around Regis, where the average
household income ranges from
$46,000-50,000 per year, according
to census data.. $15,000 a year, with
another $5,000 deductible, would be
almost half a family's income, on top of
a mortgage, transportation, food, utility, education, and other costs.
My parents were able to afford this
expensive insurance to protect them
against catastrophic costs. But, what
about the 45 million (including 8.9
children) who can't? Or the almost
double that number who are underinsured? Those who go into debt, or
even bankrupt, trying to pay their
bills?
Since 1970, the share of the U.S.
economy spent on health care has
increased from 7.2 percent to 16.6 percent in 2008. The Kaiser Family
Foundation documents the rising costs
of American health care for all
Americans, and the growing ranks of
the under and uninsured. A recent
Kaiser poll found that 30 percent of
respondents had experienced a serious
problem in paying for health care and
health care insurance with changes in
the economy.

When compared to other countries
which provide health care access for all
citizens at lower costs and with better
outcomes, such as reduced infant mortality, the question becomes how to
reform the health care system in the
United States, and what role should
the government play.
Health and the general welfare
Nowhere in the foundational documents of the United States-the
Declaration of Independence (1776) or
the Constitution (1787)-or the amendments, do we find mention of health
care or health care insurance. Does
this mean, then, that health care is outside the realm of government, and the
responsibility of families and individuals? Is whether or not someone has
access to affordable, quality health
care their own problem?
Or, can
health care be seen as a "blessing of
liberty" and necessary for domestic
tranquility and defense? What happens if we have gotten to the point
where the evidence suggests that the
system is not working. Do we have the
right to alter or abolish, as the
Declaration of Independence states.
Even though the words of "health
care" or "insurance" are not mentioned, they are everywhere present in
the ideals, aspirations, and stated
duties of Congress. Article 1, Section 8
does establish the role of Congress in

relation to economic life and the "general welfare."
And both the
Declaration of Independence and
Preamble of the Constitution establish
the underlying truths about government: what it is, what it does, and what
it aspires to be. These can be seen as
the "why" and "how" blueprint of governance.
The United States has strong civic
republican and direct democracy traditions that see government as a positive
force. From that perspective, government is, as the one-sentence Preamble
of the Constitution begins, "we the
people." We the people strive to form
a more perfect union. We the people
are not separate, self-interested individuals or even individual families,
each surviving, prospering, or struggling on our own.
Rather, we the people are active,
present, and united: we seek, insure,
provide, promote, and secure, not just
for the present, but for "our Posterity,"
meaning future generations.
This
opening sentence communicates core
fundamental beliefs: that there is a
"general Welfare" and that the "blessings of liberty" and "justice" can be
experienced by present and future generations

See "We the People" on page 7
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Truth in advertising? Pro-Life ad in Highlander questionable
Drew Jones '09
Contributing Writer
Outside of the university, advertising
can sell and say whatever it wants in
any way it deems appropriate, within
the confines of the law. However, I
believe there ought to be higher standards for on-campus advertising, especially in this newspaper and on the
website.
Tonight, as I was writing, I decided
to jump on the website and see what
was being advertised: computers,
online degrees, anti-binge drinking,
credit cards for college students, car
financing, domain names, cell phones,
the newspaper subscriptions, sunglasses, career websites, women's podcasts, accounting software, movie
rental, car rental, fast food, clothing,
and shoes.
Generally these things are good, but
the consumerism that often accompanies them is not. Some products, like
credit cards and car financing, are
more questionable than the others as
foolish borrowing has become a seductive and chronic trend for citizens and
institutions. Some of the ads also seem
silly or run counter to the mission of
the undergraduate college, like online
degrees and clothes, which either don't
come from the university or may be
made by sweatshop laborers.
The Highlander website ads concern
me less than what appears in the
paper, due to the fact that another
party likely controls the content of
those ads, which is a whole other matter. In looking back through this year's
papers, a vast majority of the ads were
for events sponsored by Regis or a
department within it.

Lowney from page 3
Living Leadership
By cultivating leaders of tomorrow,
associations like Ashoka can work
towards living the leadership Lowney
discussed through social entrepreneurship.
"Ashoka is the largest association of
social entrepreneurs in the world-men
and women with system-changing
solutions for the world's most urgent
social problems," according to
www.ashoka.org.
"We believed in something so
strongly that nothing was going to
stand in our way to make system
change," says Lynn Price, Ashoka
Fellow.
Through Lowney's four pillars, Price
says Ashoka "supports the community
to bring all social entrepreneurial ideas
to life."
Lowney currently lives in New York,
where he serves part-time as Special
Assistant to the President of the
Catholic Medical Mission Board
(CMMB), the leading U.S.-based
Catholic charity providing health care
programs and services to people in
need around the world.

To learn more about Chris Lowney,
visit www.chrislowney.com.
For more information on Ashoka,
Association of Corporate Growth, or
Capital Investment Management
visit: Ashoka: www.ashoka.org
Association of Corporate Growth:
www.acg.org
Capital Investment Management:
www.cimcodenver.com.

One ad in the print paper caught my
attention for several different reasons
which I will discuss. The ad, entitled
"Pro-Life means action on behalf of all
human life" and sponsored by
www.catholics-united.org, appeared in
two issues of the Highlander before the
election.
While the elections are now thankfully over, the advertisement made
statements that I found to contain
questionable reasoning, which I know
had the effect of misleading some
Catholics who are rightly and thankfully concerned with promoting the common good.
The two most troubling examples of
flawed logic can be found in these two
statements: "How can our leaders
claim they are pro-life, while starting
unjustified wars, supporting torture,
opposing expanded healthcare for children, cutting school lunch programs,
and standing by as hard working
Americans lose their jobs and retirement protections? They can't." and
"Overturning Roe v. Wade cannot be
seen as a substitute for policies that
can work RIGHT NOW to end abortion, namely supporting women and
families."
Starting unjustified wars or supporting torture are definitely not pro-life or
in the interest of the common good, as
these actions and policies fail to
uphold the dignity of human persons
and are sinful. However, someone
who is seamlessly pro-life could argue
for maintaining a continued military
occupation which is the result of an
unjustified war, with the intent of ending hostilities and ultimately producing a sustained peace. However,
claiming that leaders who don't sup-

"We the People" from
pages
Section 1, article 8 establishes the
duties of Congress in relation to the
economic life of "we the people"including the power to lay taxes and
collect taxes, to borrow money, to regulate interstate commerce, and to
advance the common defense and general welfare of the United States. This
one section tells us a lot: that our
founders-like Aristotle, Adam Smith,
and other political economists of the
time-knew that government played a
central role in the economy, the "general welfare," and the common good.
Congress has also been granted the
power to make the laws that are
deemed "necessary and proper" to do
so.
What is the general welfare? What is
necessary and proper? Government
infrastructure, subsidies, patents, tax
credits, and ear marks have been used
promote economic growth, corporate
expansion, shareholder returns, and
consumer abundance.
But, government infrastructure has
also been used to promote citizen safety and health-from clean air and air, to
safe cars, buildings, and food. As Dr.
Tom Hooyman, associate professor of
health care explains, when we sit in a
room, we don't worry that the ceiling is
going to collapse or the lights will
short-circuit. Our trust in codes and
regulations frees us to live more fully.

Blessing of liberty
In the past several weeks, we have
heard the present crisis in the
American economy compared to the
Great Depression. Amidst the market
failures of the 1930s, as Cass Sunstein

port an expanded welfare state are not
pro-life is disingenuous and strays
from Catholic social teaching.
Recently, thanks to an excellent class
on faith, thought, and the Church's
teaching, I have found that Church
teaching has less emphasis on the role
of the state and more on the responsibility of individuals acting together,
apart from government, to create more
just societies.

still be made illegal by a society which
values all its members, especially the
most vulnerable. If, as the statement
expresses, every possible support was
extended to women, children, and
families, would abortion end?
One can look to Europe, which has
very good government programs to
provide healt~care, education, jobs,
and other assistance, and realize that
even if abortion there is less common

'

However, claiming that leaders who don't support an
expanded welfare state are not pro-life is disingenuous and strays from Catholic social teaching.
Pope Leo XIII in Rerum Novarum
states, "Now a State chiefly prospers
and thrives through moral rule, wellregulated family life, respect for religion and justice, the moderation and
fair imposing of public taxes, the
progress of the arts and of trade, the
abundant yield of the land-through
everything, in fact, which makes the
citizens better and happier."
A leader could be pro-life and object
to a policy of expanded state funded
healthcare for children because they
sincerely and reasonably believe that
there are better ways to provide quality and affordable healthcare, not just
for children but all citizens. The very
same goes for school lunches, jobs, and
pensions; the government does not
have an exclusive capacity or obligation to provide or guarantee these
things.
The second statement was more
troubling. While it is true overturning
Roe v. Wade, or Planned Parenthood
v. Casey for that matter, will not end
abortion overnight, abortion should
explains, Franklin D. Roosevelt's New
Deal called for a "redefinition of rights
in terms of a changing and growing
social order."
In contrast to free market assumptions, Roosevelt essentially recognized
that without government protection,
property rights could not exist. In that
context, Social Security, as a "social
insurance" program that provides
security in retirement, protected individuals from risk, or what Roosevelt
called "the hazards and vicissitudes of
life."
Extending that principle, in 1944
Roosevelt proposed, that in addition to
civil liberties, every American has the
right to basic necessities, including the
"right to adequate medical care and
the opportunity to achieve and enjoy
good health." In his1949 State of the
Union address, President Harry S.
Truman unveiled the "Fair Deal,"
which called for universal health care
coverage, echoing both Franklin D.
Roosevelt and Teddy Roosevelt's 1912
call for universal health care, as part of
the Progressive party platform.
In 1965, Congress amended the
Social Security Act to provide health
care insurance for the elderly, through
Medicare, and for those who are financially poor, through Medicaid. In our
mixed economy, Medicare, Medicaid,
and the State Children Insurance
Programs (SCIP) provide health care
as a public good, in terms of the general welfare. Still, health care is not
legally recognized as a human right.
While the United Nations Declaration
of Human Rights, the World Health
Organization constitution, and many
other countries' constitutions recognize health care as a public good and
basic human right, the United States
has yet to do so.

the grave and terrible practice remains
legal and frequent. Such a statement is
very misleading and poorly reasoned
even if it is just an opinion.
'
My point is this: Advertisements that
confuse or deceive on any matter, but
especially on matters of such gravity,
are out of place in campus media at
Regis. Had an ad ran claiming that
Catholics should be concerned exclusively with abortion as the foundational issue when voting, I would feel the
same and take issue with the faulty
reasoning in it. Furthermore, dialogue
is best accomplished when a conversation occurs between the members of a
community who each bring not simply
ideas, facts, or talking points, but the
human virtues of honesty and mutual
respect.
In the future it is my hope that this
dialogue would be left to faculty, staff,
and, most importantly, the students,
who by seeking common understanding can more effectively promote the
common good.

Health Care: access, quality,
affordability
In the months ahead, I hope that
our national conversation about health
care will be rooted in the core principles of our civic, democratic, and faith
traditions. From a faith perspective,
for example, the 1981 pastoral letter of
the U.S. Conference of Catholic
Bishops asserted ·that because health
care is a human right that flows from
the basic dignity and sanctity of life, it
is the responsibility of the federal government to "ensure a basic level of
health care for all Americans." Today,
groups such as Faithful Reform in in
Health Care and the Catholic
Conference of Kentucky seek to enact
these values through comprehensive
reform.
To engage in these questions of
health care access and affordability,we
need look no further than our own
experiences and stories. Over the past
four years I have been covered by the
Regis University Employee Medical
plan, which covered my 2005 hospitalization for lung surgery. I know that if
I had to buy insurance as an individual, outside an employer group plan
(which spreads out risks and costs
among all employees), I would be paying higher premiums for a pre-existing
condition. Or take the case of my close
college friends, Sean and Amy. When
it came time to select insurance for
thei; family (two children-2 years and
six months), Sean, a deputy district
attorney, and Amy, who works for a
small public relations firm, had a clear
decision.

Story continued on next page

HIGHLANDER
SOA from front page
She feels passionately and concerned about the level of violence
occurring in Central America and feels
this protest is an opportunity for her
voice to be heard.
"I feel like I'm contributing to make
a change and to get involved [in this
community protest] means a lot to me
because I will know what's going on in
the world," said Corona.
On the other hand, this will be Dr.
Plumley's fifth trip to the SOA. In 1980
when Oscar Romero . was killed,
Plumley first gained an awareness of
the violence occurring in Central
America. This violence continued to
escalate in the years to come.
"Once the Jesuits were massacred
with their housekeeper and her daughter in 1989, it was just one more piece
of the journey of violence that was
occurring," said Plumley.
Plumley recalls his previous visits to
the SOA speaking about the power of
nonviolent protests. In 2000, Plumley
and nine Regis delegates processed
onto the base of the SOA.
"It was so beautiful. What an experience. You knew that everybody in
that proce~sion was sharing a believe·
that life is sacred and that violence and
the SOA is absolutely wrong and has to
be changed. It was so powerful," said
Plumley.
He also recalls his arrest in 2002
when he crossed over the line onto the
military base with 90 other delegates
and protestors. It was the largest group
to ever be arrested at the gates that
year. While he was waiting to be
processed, he talked with General
Molina, former officer of the
Colombian Army's Third Brigade, "was
wonderful and memorable."
"Here we are sitting together and
sharing ideas about teaching ethics
and human rights. We each had our
perspective on what it means to teach
human rights and ethics," said

"We the People" from
previous page
Sean's AETNA POS insurance
through the city and county of Denver,
costs $350 a month, while Amy's,
through a small business with 22
employees, cost over $1000 a month,
and only covers the employee, with a
high deductible.
Similarly, my brother's neighbor
Dave, who is self-employed, can't get
insurance for less than $15,000 a year,
due to pre-existing, chronic conditions. His wife, who earns $40,000 a
year working for the state of Arizona,
gets health care benefits for their family. They pay approximately $400 a
month for a comprehensive plan with
which they are very satisfied.
Large organizations, whether government or private business, can
spread the costs, pool the risks, and
require that insurance companies
cover all employees. Typically of a
large employer, the city of Denver
picks up about 75 percent of the overall costs. In contrast, a family plan
purchased directly through AETNA,
outside of an employer group plan,
could theoretically cost $272, but with
much less covered-including no maternity coverage, more loopholes, and a
$2500 deductible. The family could
thus incur thousands of dollars in outof-pocket expenses.

Reform or Transformation
Several days before the election, candidate Obama said his third priority,
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Plumley.

Civil Disobedience: Crossing the
Line
Students feel well prepared for the
protest and have built a community of
delegates who share some common
purpose, however, some delegates are
so passionate, they are willing to perform acts of civil disobedience by
crossing the line and stepping onto
SOA territory.
"I'm actually discerning whether I'm
going to cross the line. It is a huge step
for me. I want to say 'no' to stop the
violence," says Missy Garduno, senior.
"It's kind of scary but necessary," she
continues.
Other delegates feel they will continue to support those who cross the line
and many cannot expect what will happen.
"The highest priority is respecting
conscience. Whatever a persons feels
in their heart and in their conscience
we respect that and support that," says
Plumley.
Regis' own, Dr. Plumley was arrested in 2002 for taking direct action and
doing civil disobedience. Him and
about 90 other delegates were the
largest group that year to be arrested.
However, he is certain that this year he
will not cross the line, but support
those who.
"It's clear to me that I will not cross
the line. I don't want to do six months
in prison," said Plumley.
"The year that I did [cross the line]
was right for me," says Plumley.
Stookey does not know what to
expect at the protest. He knows the
rules and regulations of the SOA often
change yearly, however he hopes no
violent actions will ensue.
"There is a little unknown x-factor.
I do not know what those opposed to
our protest will do. I don't plan to go to
jail and I don't want to but I'm open to
what happens to us," said Stookey.

after fixing the economy and energy
independence, would be health care
reform. Since then, the New York
Times reports that the new Obama
administration will likely revoke a
Bush administration directive that
sharply restricted states' ability to
expand the State Children's Insurance
program. In addition, they said, he
will support Congressional efforts to
expand the program before March 31,
2009, when at least 42 states are projected to exhaust their allotments of
federal money."
In past several weeks, the New York
Times and other major news organizations reported that Senator Max
Baucus (D-MT), chairman of the
Finance Committee, un and Kennedy
(D-MA), had unveiled a detailed blueprint for health care reform, that
"guarantee[s] health insurance for all
Americans by facilitating sales of private insurance, expanding Medicare
and Medicaid and requiring most
employers to provide or pay for health
benefits." The plan goes further than
the Obama plan in requiring that
everyone, not just children, have
health care insurance.
In the past week, the national
trade association representing the
health insurance companies, America's
Health Insurance plans, has proposed
"guaranteed coverage for people with
pre-existing medical conditions in conjunction with an enforceable individual coverage mandate."
This move suggests that in the current economic and political climate,
insurance companies see the need to
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Changing the Ways We Think
About Militarism: The SOA on a
Broad Scale
One of the goals of the meetings for
the SOA preparation was to provide a
larger context for students to learn of
U.S. training schools and the U.S. military and economic policies in Latin
America, says Maslanka.
From his missionary experience and
Regis SOA meetings, Stookey has come
to his own conclusion about U.S. military policies.
''You begin to realize such treason on
a part of my own government. A
betrayal of its own policies and constitution. You begin to know people who
were killed in these wars and I knew
the Jesuits who were killed. So you feel
an affinity to these people," said
Stookey.
"It's important for students to
understand this is a spiritual pilgrimage and to know that we don't just go
because of the six Jesuits who were
killed, but also because of a larger history of how the U.S. has supported
problematic leaders in Latin America.
We've had a hand in creating some
larger problems across South and
Central America and we have a strong
responsibility to acknowledge it and
work towards ending this vicious
cycle," says Benson.
"I couldn't help but think that all
these things lead me to say 'be faithful
to my own past and to the people that
I've worked with. [My work in Central
America] affected me tremendously
and I will always be committed to the
Central American people," Stookey
continues.
Plumley feels that nonviolent action
and protest is a way to bring about
social change in the SOA and in the
national context of U.S. militarism.
Protesting raises consciousness and
brings people together in solidarity
with many nonviolent activists across
the country he says. For Plumley,
change is not measure by effectiveness
but by commitments and dedication to

come to the table, rather than reject
reform outright, as in the 1990s. In
exchange for assuming the costs of
more high-risk individuals, insurers
will gain access to a much larger market of the currently uninsured. In
requiring that everyone have health
care insurance, thereby increasing the
risk pool and spreading the costs, we
would be following the model of other
rich democracies around the world,
and the states of Massachusetts and
Hawaii.
As the health care debate continues
to unfold, we have an opportunity as
citizens to look deeply into central
questions around cost, quality, and
access. From taxes, premiums and tax
exclusions, to economic stimulus packages and jobs, how we understand and
change our health care system is rooted in how we see and understand the
role of government in terms of advancing our core values-from the blessings
of liberty, to the general welfare, and
the common good. As many commentators have recently emphasized,
President Obama will play a role in
helping to restore trust in government
and educate the American public.
Even with this leadership, the
moment is ours to claim. We live in an
interdependent, interconnected world.
The impact of the U.S. financial crisis
upon the global economy provides
ample evidence of our interdependWith about one-third of
ence.
Americans having poor access to quality health care due to lack of insurance,
our interdependence is much closer to
home. We can all play a role in reinvig-

the cause.
"The fundamental commitment of
nonviolent activism is to be faithful to
the action not whether it is immediately effective. When you're bringing
about social change, policy change, you
don't see the results right away. You
think 'Did it make a difference? So
what?' But when the SOA closes we can
look back and say 'okay it took 20 years
and it finally happened," said Plumley.
Student delegates took a stance to
the issue of militarism and violence as
well.
"I've gotten a sense of how this kind
of violence is not just at the SOA, its
around the world and that is one reason why I'm going, to protest this kind
of violence," says Corona. "I know its
wrong," she continues.
"The more we pack the Latin
American militaries with our tactics,
the more they are going to use them.
We are militarizing these countries.
We need to know that our country is
training people to kill its own people.
We are showing them how to be killing
machines," said Stookey.
With the recent election, however,
Plumley feels a renewed sense of hope
among the American people. He hopes
this will resonate at the protest and
with people around the world with
regard to the SOA.
"All over the world people are having this moment of hope. If the SOA
closes, it will raise questions about
evaluating how the U.S. trains military
people around the world," said
Plumley.
Benson wants students to know the
larger facets of injustice globally and to
take a stance in whatever their calling
might be.
"Maybe it's not about the SOA that
students are passionate about, there
are other issues. If it calls some students to get involved in sex trade or
environmental issues or feeding the
homeless, inspiring them in someway
to fight for peace and justice in this
wo~ld if they feel called," says Benson.
orating our collective sense of "We the
people."

Mary Beth Callie Ph.D. is an assistant
professor in the Communication
Department, specializing in media
studies, political economy and public
policy. This piece is dedicated to her
family, friends, and Dr. Tom
Hooyman, associate professor of
Health Care Ethics, who passed away
last Wednesday. Dr. Hooyman's generosity offered his time, care, and
expert feedback on the earlier version
of this piece.

SOURCES:
Sunstein, Cass. The Second Bill of Rights:
FDR'S Unfinished Revolution and Why We
Need It More than Ever. New York: Basic
Books, 2004.
George Lakoff,
www.rockridgeinstitute.org/researchflakoff/pro
gressive-taxation-some-hidden-truths.html
U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops. Health
and Health Care: A Pastoral Letter of the
American Catholic Bishops. 1981. Quoted by
"Faithful Reform in Health Care."
http://www.faithfulreform.org/index.php/Theo
logy-and-Policy/United-States-Conference-ofCatholic-Bishops.html
Also see: USCCB Office for Domestic Social
Reform brochure,
http://www.usccb.org/sdwp/nationalfbrochure
1.pdf
Catholic Conference of Kentucky,
http://www.ccky.org/Resources/ Public9620Wit
ness/Hea1th9620Care9620Is962oa9620Moral9b2
oRight.pdf
http://www.nytimes.com/20o8/ 11/ 12/washington/ 12health.html?_r=1&scp=1&sq=baucus&st
=nyt&oref=slogin
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PHOTO BY Brett Stakelin
Last year, the Rangers challenged Colorado College in an exciting home game. Make sure to support the men's basketball team this Tuesday, Nov. 25 as the Rangers challenge Colorado College once again
in the Ranger Dome at 7 p.m.

Men's basketballfall 59-63 to
Caldwell College

BASKETBALL

SCHEDULE

2008-09

Jeremy Phillips

Men's basketball

Women's basketball

Sports Information Director

*Home games

*Homes games

*11/25/08 7:00 p.m.
vs. Colorado College

*11/28/08 4:00 p.m.
vs. Northwest Nazarene

11/28/08 5:00 p.m.
vs. Newman@ Colorado Mines

11/29/08 12:00 p.m.
vs. Western Oregon @Nampa,
Idaho

Rangers up by one with the score 4544. Regis held that lead until the 7:48
mark when Caldwell went ahead and
The Rangers fell to Caldwell College led the rest of the game.
59-63 in their season opener Junior Bill Brandenburg led the
Wedensday night in Denver.
Rangers in total points with 15 while
The Rangers were either tied or ahead juniors Joseph Odugbela and Jason
until the 13:43 mark when Caldwell Burke-Kavros had 13 and 10 respectook the lead on a layup by Jason tively. Senior Andy Pokorny registered
Wilson. The Cougars led the rest of the six assists in the game.
half.
The Rangers will face Colorado
Regis did not take the lead again College on Nov. 25 at 7=00 p.m. in the
until there were just nine minutes and Ranger Dome.
43 seconds left in the game when junior Matt Rosinski scored to put the

Lady Rangers lose season
opener by three points
Jeremy Phillips
Sports Information Director

Senior post Paulina Tuell scored 14
points in the Rangers' 53-56 loss to
Minesotta State Moorhead in their season opener on Monday.
The MSUM Dragons took the lead
just over two minutes into the game
and held it until the 15:26 mark when
senior gaurd Courtney Ault put the
Rangers up by one on a three-pointer.
That lead would be the Rangers last of
the game until there were just 49 seconds remaining. Tuell scored a jumper

to make the score 53-52 in Regis' favor
after the Rangers scored seven points
to come within one with just 2:42 left.
Alison Nash-Gerlach scored both
free throws after being fouled by sophomore forward Chelsea Porter to put
the Dragons up by one with 28 seconds
left. Two more made free throws by
Betsy Dickson put MSUM up by three
with eight seconds left and were the
last made shots of the game.
The Rangers will face Cal State San
Bernardino in the Grand Canyon
Tournament on Nov. 21. Tip-off is set
for 5:00 p .m.

11/29/08 5:00 p.m.
vs. Northwest Nazarene @ Colo.
Mines
12/5/08 4:00 p.m.
vs. Seattle Pacific @ CSU-Pueblo
Classic
12/6/08 4:00 p.m.
vs. Johnson and Wales @ CSUPueblo

*12/5/08 6:oo p.m.
vs. Northwest Nazarene
Regis Uinversity Hampton Inn
Classic
*12/6/08 4:00 p.m.
vs. Grand Canyon
Regis University Hampton Inn
Classic
*12/12/08 6:oo p.m.
vs. Fort Lewis

INTERESTED IN SPORTS?

WRITE FOR THE
HIGHLANDER!

INQUIRE AT
regishighlander.gmail.com
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Lady Rangers end season with a 2-1 loss against cross-town rival Metro State
Jeremy Phillips
Sports Information Director
Regis and Metro State have met
twice on the soccer pitch with the first
two going to the Roadrunners by
scores of 6-o and 1-0 with the last coming in the RMAC Tournament
Championship. The two teams traveled to Allendale, Mich. on the campus
of Grand Valley State to play their
third and final time of the season in the
NCAA Division II Central Region
Championship.
Unfortunatley, the third time wasn't
a charm for the Rangers as they fell 21 in overtime.
On a cold blustery day neither team
could put the ball into the net in the
first half. Regis attempted three shots
while the Roadrunners had four.
Metro State (19-1-3) scored first when
Becca Mays took a through ball from
Ashley Munchiando in the box and
found an open net near the right post.
Regis (17-7) responded nearly 15
minutes later when senior forward
Carter Cornett tallied her 27th goal of
her stellar season when she took a
cross from her twin sister Cassie,
plucked the ball out of the air and
found an opening just out of reach of
the Roadrunner goalkeeper.

That is where regulation ended, tied
at 1-1. The Rangers stellar 2008 campaign came to a close when just 5:07
into overtime Jamie Stephenson
scored the game-winning goal from the
left side near the top of the 18-yard box

and found an opening near the right
goal post.
Regis will lose five seniors that have
contributed a lot to the Ranger program. Carter and Cassie Cornett along
with defender Katie Turco, midfielder

Kelley Schneider and goalkeeper Holly
Redmond have left an indelible mark
on and off the soccer pitch at Regis.

Rangers lose to defending national champs Concordia-St. Paul
Jeremy Phillips
Sports Information Director
"I take my hat off to them
(Concordia-St. Paul), we gave them a
scare but they were able to gather
themselves" states Regis Head Coach
Frank Lavrisha. "Besides the first set,
our passing game was a little bit off
tonight and they took advantage of
that."
Regis (19-12) had four service aces
and just three errors in the first set to
stun the partisan crowd. Regis was led

A~ ~;f..

by sophomore outside hitter Jessica thorn in their side as they allowed most successful since the 2001 team
Howe who pounded home 15 kills, fel- Concordia nine service aces in the went 24-9 and also made it to the
low sophomores Sarah Keiter and match. The loss snapped the Rangers NCAA Tournament. The Rangers lose
Kerry Grady each tacked on nine kills. seven match winning streak and was four seniors in defensive specialists
Yet another sophomore, sette Devin the second loss for the Rangers to Nia Ingram, Kristin Thompson and
Ekchardt, had her 13th double-double Concordia-St. Paul this season.
Hannah Tautolo and middle hitter Liz
Concordia-St. Paul (31-1) had four in Franz.
of the season with 34 . assists and 13
double figures led by freshman Ellie
digs.
Lavrisha comments, "our four senSophomore Jessica Howe said, "this Duffy's 15 kills. Sophomore middle iors guided us this season and their
was a fun atmosphere to play in, it was hitter Emily Palkert was next with 14 leadership on and off the court were
a great learning tool to show us where and senior Whitney Meierotto was the difference for us this season."
we need to be to compete for a champi- next with 13 kills. The Golden Bears
onship."
outhit Regis .364 to .208.
Regis ends their season with there
The Rangers passing game was a

.

fine arts fiend?
1)o ~ ~/.;f..
passion for poetry?
~ ~fancy for photography?
~ ;f..f ixation for fiction?

·········································-

ogee, Regis' literary magazine,
wants to showcase your work.
·········································-

Send your submissions to apogee(g reg ,s.edu by Deceriber 12 • JPEG black and white photos
Fiction : 2,000 words or less • Additional information can be found in Loyola 1

I --
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PROFILES IN BLUES: Two Decades, Two Legends
Jimmy Segenberger
Staff Writer

I

Blind Willie Johnson: Into Outer
Space
On September 5, 1977, NASA
launched the space probe Voyager I.
Included within it was the Voyager
Golden Record, a phonograph record
containing greetings in 55 different
languages, a variety of natural sounds
and several songs of historical weight
and significance. Among these songs
was "Dark Was the Night, Cold Was
the Ground," a piece by the legendary
blues-gospel guitarist "Blind" Willie
Johnson which musician Ry Cooder
has called "the most soulful, transcendent piece in all American music."
"Blind" Willie Johnson was born
near Brenham, Texas, in 1897. As a
child, Johnson hoped to become a
preacher at an early age. Not initially
born blind, it is believed that Johnson
became as such when his stepmother
accidentally threw a handful of the
chemical lye, originally intended for
her husband, into his eyes.
Originally married, it is believed, to
Willie B. Harris, with whose voice
accompaniment much of his songs
were recorded, Johnson was later
remarried to Angeline Johnson, with
whom he later played the guitar to her
singing.
For years Johnson preached and
played on the streets, impoverished
throughout much of his life as he continued to live, preach and play in the
Deep South. As a youth he performed
on street comers for money, and at the
behest of his father, is even rumored to
have been arrested for starting a New
Orleans riot in response to a song he
had played.
Known for his mastery of the slide
guitar and accepted as one of the greatest slide guitarists ever, Johnson has
influenced such legends as Bob Dylan,
The 77s and Led Zeppelin, each of
which covered Johnson's songs. One
of his most famous pieces, "John the
Revelator," has been rerecorded by a
number of groups, including The
White Stripes and contemporary blues
guitarist Taj Mahal on the Blues
Brothers 2000 soundtrack. His slide
guitar work remains a model for blues
and rock guitarists.
Johnson recorded 30 songs between
1927 and 1930, most of which contained religious lyrics. Each song,
including "Motherless Children Have a
Hard Time," "Lord I Just Can't Keep
From Crying" and "Keep Your Lamp
Trimmed and Burning," bas its own
distinctive tone and style. It is this
music and style which has transformed

Johnson into one of the most respected blues/gospel musicians of the Great
Depression.
Tragically, Johnson's home was
burned down in 1945. Unable to live
elsewhere, he continued to reside in
the ruins of his old house. Two weeks
later, overcome with pneumonia,
"Blind" Willie Johnson passed away.
His music, however, has not suffered a
similar fate.
On December 16, 2004, Voyager I
left our solar system, carrying with it
the eternal music of "Blind" Willie
Johnson.

Robert Johnson: Deal with the
Devil
On a dark night around 1930, Robert
Johnson (no relation to Blind Willie),
consumed with a burning desire to
become the greatest blues musician
known to man, made his way to the
crossroads. There, legend has it, he
met with the devil himself, who pre-

Blues legends Willie Johnson Oeft) and Robert Johnson (right) each provided an "extra sornethin'" to the smooth tunes of Blues.

sented Johnson with a striking offer:
Should you agree to give me your soul,
I will grant you mastery of the guitar in
return and transform you into the
greatest of all blues musicians.
And so says the legend, faced with
this tempting proposition, Johnson
agreed, and within ten years he rose to
become the king of all Delta blues players-the best that anyone had ever
heard.
Robert Johnson was born Robert
Spencer in Hazlehurst, Mississippi, in
May of 1911. Johnson was raised and
went on to learn the blues guitar in the
state throughout the 1920s. His musical style is of the Delta blues tradition
that developed along the Mississippi
River and is one of several different
styles of blues that have evolved overtime.
In the early 1930s, Robert Johnson
reportedly disappeared and returned
sometime after a far better guitarist

than ever before, recording no less
than 29 songs in Texas between 1936
and 1937. The crossroads legend
stems in large part from his disappearance and reappearance as an impressively skilled, unmatched guitarist.
Inducted into the Rock 'n' Roll Hall
of Fame in 1986, Johnson is known to
many as the "Grandfather of Rock 'n'
Roll." He was a notable early influence
on such rock legends as Led Zeppelin,
The Rolling Stones and Jimi Hendrix,
who have each recorded their own versions of Johnson's songs.
Eric Clapton, perhaps known more
for his Johnson inspirations than any
other major rock musician, has in fact
cut two albums with Johnson songs,
Me and Mr. Johnson and Sessions for
Robert J. In 1994, Clapton told Guitar
Legends magazine that Johnson "is the
most important influence I've had in
my life and always will be, I think."
Robert Johnson is perhaps best

known for his song "Sweet Home
Chicago," which was made famous in
the 1980 film The Blues Brothers.
His song "Cross Road Blues" has been
covered by such rock groups as Cream,
Lynyrd Skynyrd and The Doors.
"Hellhound on My Trail," "Love in
Vain," "Walkin' Blues" and "They're
Red Hot" are other Johnson songs
engrained in our culture, each cut in
the late 1930s.
And that is when they stopped.
On the night of August 16, 1938,
Robert Johnson died at a country
crossroads in the town of Greenwood,
Mississippi, where he had been playing
at a local country dance. He was just
27 years old.
Some allege that he was poisoned,
but further investigation into his death
has rendered it inconclusive.
And so perhaps it was not poison
after all, but rather the devil himself
collecting on his debt.

Thanksgiving To-Do's
Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade
Tune into NBC at 9:00 a.m. live from New
York City
Celebrate the Holidays in Olde
Towne Arvada
November 28, December 12, 19 from 5:00
p.m. to 8:oo p.m. Experience a touch of
the Victorian days, with Carolers, romantic carriage rides, and Santa in his sleigh.
Celebrate the holidays on Fridays throughout the season and find that special gift in
one of the distinctly' unique shops. For
more information visit www.historicarvada.org
Lagniappe & Tree Lighting in Olde
TownArvada
December 1 Celebrate Lagniappe ("lawnnahp") as Olde Town Arvada Merchants

thank their loyal customers with small
gifts of appreciation. The Mayor will begin
the festivities by lighting the Tree in Town
Square, followed by Carolers, Santa on his
sliegh, and old fashioned carriage rides for
the cost of a canned food donation to the
Arvada Food Bank.
Downtown Denver Grand
lliumination
Denver illuminates the City & County
Building, Larimer Square, Denver
Pavillions, Union Station, Skyline Park,
and 16th Street Mall with holiday decorations and lights.
November 28 at 6:oo p.m. 9 News Lights
the Lights at the City & County Building
1435 Bannock St. in Denver. For more
information call 303-534-6161.
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Inviting atmosphere,
yummy Vietnamese fo_o d
Maricor Coquia
Editor-in-Chief
Enter the doors of Thai Bao, and you
can't help but feel welcome.
"Hello, how are you today?" greets
owner Minh Le to each customer,
inviting each person in with a smile.
More casually known as "Le," (pronounced Lee), Minh exhibits no discrimination towards new or regular
customers. His good-spirit is contagious. And service is top-notch, especially as Le's family works right along
side him, with the same contagious
hospitality.
"I treat every customer like how I
treat my family," says Le. "Only the
best quality, so customers don't only
come one time, but come back and say
to friends, you know, the food is really
good."
And the food is really good.
Thai Bao serves an impressive menu
of Pho (pronounced fuh), the popular
traditional Vietnamese noodle soup,
Bun (rice noodle bowls), Cha Gio
(Vietnamese-style egg rolls), Goi Cuon
(Spring Rolls), and other dishes made
fresh daily.
"I like to give customers [what is]
excellent," said Le. Le, who is from
southern Saigon, admits to even showing customers the traditional-style of
eating Vietnamese dishes, just so each
person can experience a bit of true
Vietnamese culture.
"I tell clients to put the little bit of
hot sauce, you know, and hoisin," says
Le, pointing to the condiments on the
table, for those who order pho.
For those in the know about pho,
the earthy, complex flavors of star
anise, ginger, onions, cloves, and a flavorful beef broth is simply too delicious not to eat, especially when joined
with tender vermicelli rice noodles and
your choice of meat (rare sliced beef,
well-done flank, chicken, etc.) It's a goto comfort food.
Though, at Thai Bao, all meals are
a comfort on your wallet too. For about
five dollars, you can get a bowl of the
good stuff, served with all the garnishes·: fresh bean sprouts, sweet basil,
mint, cilantro, lime, and spicy peppers.
Add a bit of that sweet hoisin (plum)
sauce and a squeeze of Siracha hot
sauce, and the deal is practically a
steal. Delicious, and on a college budget!
"Our chicken pho...ooh it's really
good too," Le excitedly adds. "Other
places, they use beef broth." Instead,
Thai Bao simmers a special recipe of
chicken broth for their equally tasty
"pho ga" (chicken pho).
"Nobody has not liked the soup,"
said Le's eldest son, Bao, 19, of their
"pho ga."
"If you don't like it, that's okay,"
added Le, referring to any items on the
menu. "I want the customer to be
happy. I encourage them to try something new."
Born in Thailand, Bao is the inspiration behind the restaurant's name.
"Yeah, my full name is Bao Thai Le," he
explains. "But in Vietnamese, it's backwards. So it's Le Thai Bao." Bao is currently a sophomore at Denver
University (DU) studying Computer
Science and Business. Bao's younger
sisters Van, 17, and Tien, 15, also help
?ut in the restaurant, while mom, Anh,
is the main cook.

MEET THE FAMILY: Thai Bao's philosophy is to "treat every customer like family." Bottom row:
"Le,"the owner, with wife Anh, the main cook. Top row: Daughters Tien, 15, Van, 17, Bao, 19, and Le's
father in-law.

HOW TO GET THERE: A quick lunch is just a
quick walk from the Student Center. Walk down
beside the Fieldhouse, on the path in view of the
Townhomes. Continue down this path passed
the Ranger Dome towards Lot 6.

"This is where we [the family] eat
too," added Bao. "That's why [my dad]
takes so much care in treating customers like family."
Other items on the menu are also
sure to please.
The Thai Bao·Noodle Bowl Combo,
full of grilled shrimp, chicken, pork,
and crispy·egg rolls, laid over fresh rice
noodles, cucumbers, lettuce, bean
sprouts, and peanuts, is another customer favorite.
"People really like that one," said
Le. And with good reason. The "house
special sauce" is delectably tame for
the unadventurous, yet pungent
enough for those willing to try something "exotic." Made of fish sauce, chili
flakes, sugar, pickled radish and carrots, and a kick of lime juice to up the
tang, the sauce is tangy-sweet. Pour a
lot, or a little. Yum.
The specialty beverages are also
worth a try. For coffee lovers, try the
Vietnamese Coffee, a strong French
roast sweetened with condensed milk,
and served hot or over ice. And if
you're looking for a summer favorite,
enjoy Thai Bao's fresh lemonade.
In true family fashion, Bao, Le's
son and his sisters, work diligently
beside their parents almost everyday,
both at the counter, and attending to
customers. Bao, in particular, exudes
the same friendly personality as Le,
and is just as attentive to detail, while
always managing time for conversation. Bao and his siblings are also
equipped with a bilingual advanta~e.
Talking to customers comes easily
when the restaurant's motto is "treat
everyone like family."
Le too converses without hesitation
with customers in English, although he

PHOTO BY Maricor Coquia
IN BAO'S NAME: The name of the restaurant was inspired by Le's eldest son, Bao, who was born
in Thailand. "Yeah, my full name is Bao Thai Le," he explains. "But in Vietnamese, it's backwards. So
it's Le Thai Bao." Following in the footsteps of hls father, Bao started his own business with his friend
John, called Ronin Magnus, a computer-networking company. "Ronin Magnus" stems from the
Japanese term "Ronin," the name of a well-regarded samurai, and "Magnus" from Latin, which
implies one is the "best at what one does."

humbly admits, "I speak only little
English." Customers don't seem to
mind however.
"I love the food here," says north
Denver native Judy Martinez. "The
family is great."
"I never go school, you know," Le
added. "But I do what I need for my
family."
The welcoming atmosphere is so
pronounced at Thai Bao, that regulars
and new comers alike feel at ease talking to Le and his children about the
business, school, and the like. It really
is as if customers become part of the Le
family.
Since moving to the United States
in 1989, then arriving in Denver in
1996, Le has worked in landscaping,
factory work, and the restaurant business. Now, he's trying to keep business
running using fresh ingredients, tasty
dishes, and a friendly personality.
And it's working. Le proudly hands
over a paper with a five-star rating on
Denver City Search.
"This restaurant is one of my
favorite places. Everything has its own
unique taste," wrote a poster. "Every
single dish I have tried makes me crave

for more."
"Being an experienced Viet food person (from NYC), I believe Thai Bao
definitely surpassed my expectations,"
wrote another rater.
Located just past gates by the
Ranger Dome, beside Lot 6, Thai Bao
is less than a seven minute walk from
the Student Center, and about a five
minute walk from both freshmen halls,
and the townhomes.
For the busy bee, however, Thai Bao
also does free delivery for orders of $13
and up, within a three-mile radius.
And it will be none other than Le himself who delivers the goods.
Le's positive energy and personality
are hard to ignore, and the food, even
harder to resist. Perhaps it's the tiger
tooth necklace he wears around his
neck, or the tattoo gracefully written
on his arm, proudly symbolizing his
family blood-line.
"It's good luck," Bao, Le's son
explained.
But Le's luck is no happenstance.
Head on over to Thai Bao, and you'll
see why. Le will greet you with open
arms, and good food.
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COMMUNITY/CAMPUS EVENTS
Monday, November 24
Vocal Music Concert
The Department of Fine and
Performing Arts Music Program presents the vocal majors and minors in a
concert, ArtSong. Compositions performed will range from the 15th
through the 20th century.
The concert will take place one
block west of campus at Berkeley
Church (50th and Meade), at 7:30
p.m. It is free and open to the public.
A reception with refreshments will
follow the performances.
For more information, please call
303-458-3576.
Tuesday, November 25
Regis Basketball - Rangers vs.
Colorado College
Come and support our men's basketball team against Colorado College
this Tuesday, November 25 at 7:00
pm--the night before Thanksgiving
break. Also, participate in our half
time show for a chance to win some
prizes!
Wed.-Fri., November 26-28
Thanksgiving Break
Enjoy a well-deserved break, the company of family and friends, and a great
Thanksgiving meal.
Wed., November 26
No Interfaith Prayer

There will be no Interfaith prayer
today. Wednesday Interfaith Prayer is
an opportunity to take a break from
your busy schedule and pray in an
intimate setting. There is time for
silence, meditation, spoken prayer
and sharing. Prayer happens (almost)
every Wednesday at 11:30AM in the
Newland Prayer Room (next to the
elevator in the chapel. Prayer will
resume on resume on Wednesday,
Dec. 3. at 11:30 a.m. in the Newland
Prayer Room. All are always welcome.
Hope to see you there!

Saturday, Dec. 6
Dr. Tom Hooymam
Remembered
Dr. Tom Hooyman, associate professor of Health Care Ethics in the
Rueckert Hartman College for Health
Professions, passed away Nov. 20, following surgery for injuries he suffered
in a motor vehicle accident the day
before.
A book of remembrance is in the
vestibule of the chapel for those who
wish to express their condolences to
the family and a vigil lamp will burn in
the chapel until Tom's service.
RHCHP Dean Patricia Ladewig
iss~ed the following statement,
"Those of you who knew Tom and
spent time with him know what a
stunning loss this is for our students,
the Regis community and the region.

I know we will support each other
through this hard time. Tom loved
Regis and he was proud to be part of
our college. We are the richer for having known him."
Cards and condolences may be sent
to Nancy and their sons Andrew and
Chris care of Deb Bennett-Woods at
Mail Code G-5.

in anticipation of the birth of Jesus
Christ. The service will be held at 4
p.m. in the Regis Chapel.

Last Call for Apogee submissions!
Are you a fine arts fiend? Do you
have a passion for poetry? A fancy for
photography? A fixation for fiction?
Apogee, the literary magazine on campus wants to showcase your work!
Sunday, Dec. 7
Send
your
submissions
to
Alpha Sigma Nu Induction
Come and celebrate the diligent apogee@regis.edu by December 12,
scholarship, loyalty, and service of 2008. See InSite for Submission
sixteen new inductees to Regis' chap- Guidelines, or contact Jillian
ter of Alpha Sigma Nu, the Honor Deganhart at degan68o@regis.edu or
Hickman
at
Society of Jesuit Colleges and Abby
Universities. The induction will be hickm948@regis.edu.
held at 1 p.m. in the St. Francis Regis
Monday, December 15
Chapel.
Last call! Hope Illuminated
Writing Contest
Mon.-Friday, Dec. 8-12
People often suffer in silence and
Snow Week!
use
writing to cope. We are encouragCelebrate the first snow as we wind
ing
people to share their stories of
down the school year with the many
fun activities sponsored by Student healing through many forms of writActivities. Enjoy a jumping castle, hot ing - poetry, short story or personal
chocolate, and a snow ball fight, as narrative. Entries should describe
well as a photo session with Santa at personal accounts and demonstrate
hope and recovery. See InSite for
the Snow Ball!
entry guidelines, or contact Liza
Gallegos at egallego@regis.edu for
Friday, December 12
any questions.
Lights, Lessons, and Carols
Come and celebrate the spirit of
Christmas with beautiful music and
reflections from our Regis community
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Solution can be found at krazydad.com/sudoku,
"Easy," puzzle #40.

I I did you

get the
memo?
On campus adve rtising is n ow free -

>>

>>
Yes, we said it :
f r ee .

If there,s so me thing you want Regis
to know, spread your
message (space pend ing) with
the news paper every Ranger
knows to trust : The
Highlander.
>>

PRESIDENT-ELECT OBAMA READS THE HIGHLANDER!

Inquire at
regishighlander.com

>>>>

